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One Stop Medical Center Opens Second Office in Shoreview
Minneapolis, MN-- Dr. Steven Shu's dream of providing one stop medical care for
families in the Twin Cities is still going strong.
Shu, a well-known office proceduralist in Minnesota, opened his One Stop Medical
Center earlier this year in Edina and is extending his clinic's venues. One Stop will open a
second office in Shoreview on October 1st to give patients additional access to medical
care.
One Stop Medical Center specializes in hemorrhoid care but also provides a wide range
of services beyond the typical family medicine office. Shu has additional expertise in
anorectal diseases, skin cancer and other skin lesions, gastroenterology, breast diseases,
office procedures, and other areas. Few physicians in the United States are able to
provide the wide range of office procedure services Shu offers through his clinic. The
benefits of this practice model include low cost, convenience, efficiency, one stop and
high quality services.
“One Stop Medical Center became the first procedure-oriented special clinic in the US.
My vision is for this clinic to grow into a procedure institute,” Shu said.
One Stop Medical Center is now able to serve the entire Twin Cities area with convenient
locations in Edina and Shoreview. With its state of the art technology, such as Electronic
Medical Records, correspondence by email, visiting a doctor's office has never been
easier or more convenient.
Shu is an assistant professor in family medicine at the University of Minnesota, and he
teaches resident physicians on office procedures every week at the Smiley’s Family
Medicine Residency Program.
“I am very comfortable with skin surgeries. So it is natural for me to expand my practice
by adding the cosmetic surgery and liposuction next year. I am going to have trained with
many of nation’s top plastic surgeons soon.” Shu said.
Numerous patients seek Shu's expertise and clinical experience with procedural care. He
does almost 3000 office procedures every year.

For more information, visit http://www.procedureclinic.com
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